
Next Education's Innovative Learning Solutions for KG-Class12 Students 

TeachNext is a E-learning solution that combines the best of the hardware, software, content and 

service that delivers new-age technology and traditional classroom teaching. TeachNext offers advanced 

interactive tools and virtual activities to ensure that the teacher is able to explain and illustrate concepts 

using life-like animations & engrossing voice-overs. Renowned Content providers like Britannica, BBC 

Motion Gallery, Algoodo are associated with Teach Next. 

LearnNext - Individual learning solutions for students: A breakthrough educational concept from Next 

Education has made it easier for students to understand complex topics, problems and theorems by 

creating a learning system that is interactive, intelligent, independent and focused on self-learning.  

NextLab - For English, Science and Maths - for hands-on learning: The Next Education Labs are 

innovative Science, Language and Maths hands-on learning options for schools in India. They offer a 

wide coverage of subjects like Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Environmental Sciences. The solution is 

focused on developing higher order thinking skills in children. The hands-on learning kits are targeted 

towards stimulating young minds.  

NextERP - For automated school management: NextERP is a School Administration system that helps 

schools to automate various critical operations like admissions, fee management, parent-teacher-

student communication, managing student records, examination and results management.  

Next Learning Centre - For personalized After School Learning: Next Learning centre is one of the 

revolutionary steps taken by Next Education to create a more effective personalised classroom and 

bring back the joy of 'After School Learning'. It is the first after-school learning centre of its kind, where 

every child has a personalised classroom - Mi Class.  

AWARDS WON:  

1.  "Corporate-Innovation in Teaching Pedagogy" Award, World Education Summit April- 2013  

2.  Best Multimedia Content for K-12 Education, World Education Summit 2012  

3. Excellent Human Resource Management in Education Industry, National HRD Network 2012  

4.  Best HR Management in education sector - NHRDN Awards, Patna-2011 Best Multi-Media 

Content for K-12 Education at the World Education Summit 2012  

5.  Best K-12 Interactive Solution Provider for Mathslab (Pubic Choice) at the E-India Awards 

Hyderabad - 2012  

6.  Best Assessment Tools - E-India Awards Gujarat - 2011.  

7.  Best Digital Multimedia Content - K12 segment - Wisitex India ShikshaRatna E-Learning summit 

2011  



 

About Next Education:  

Next Education is a technology-driven education enterprise that started in 2007. The company offers 

innovative learning solutions for the k-12 segment across CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE and 23 other Indian state 

boards in 8 languages. The content has been created by the company's in-house content development 

team using contemporary learning design principles with its proprietary Next Learning model and has 

undergone rigorous testing on and off the field. Next educated has created gound-breaking products 

that are transforming the lives of students (5 Million+) in their partner schools (5,000+). The company 

caters to schools, students and teachers. The company has invested millions of man-hours to create in 

excess of 10,000 learning modules that account for more than 1,000 hours of classroom teaching in the 

K12 segment. Each of the modules created by the company's in-house content development team has 

been designed using contemporary learning design principles with its proprietary Next Learning model 

and has undergone rigorous testing on and off the field. With excellent onsite service support, periodic 

teacher training and management reporting on content usage, Next Education aims to bring the future 

of education to the schools in our country. 
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